Age-dependent variability of ribosomal RNA-gene activity in man as determined from frequencies of silver staining nucleolus organizing regions on metaphase chromosomes of lymphocytes and fibroblasts.
Frequencies of silver staining nucleolus organizing regions (NORs) have been determined in lymphocytes and fibroblasts from very young and from aged persons. Since silver staining of NORs is associated with activity of ribosomal RNA-genes, we used this approach to investigate a possible inactivation of these genes during aging. Our lymphocyte data are based on a study per age-group of 220 metaphases from 10 subjects. Although in both age-groups modal numbers of silver staining chromosomes per metaphase had similar ranges over the subjects, the frequency of metaphases containing the maximal number of staining chromosomes was in the old age-group (80--89 years) significantly lower than in the young age-group (less than 1 year old). In fibroblasts, of which 75 metaphases from 4 subjects were included per age-group, differences were more pronounced. Modal numbers of silver staining chromosomes were for the aged persons (69--83 years) lower than for the young children (less than 1 year old). Highly significant differences were observed between both groups in frequency of metaphases containing the maximal number of positively reacting acrocentric chromosomes and, more in general, in frequencies of silver staining D- and G-group chromosomes, the lower frequencies being found in the old age-group. We propose the term NOR-junctions as distinct from satellite associations for arrangements of acrocentric chromosomes which after silver staining are visibly connected at their NORs. The number of acrocentric chromosomes involved in lymphocyte NOR-junctions of aged people was significantly higher than the number of joined acrocentrics in young children. The frequency of these NOR-junctions themselves, irrespective of the number of chromsomes involved, was higher for aged persons than for young children, although this difference appeared to be statistically not significantly higher than in fibroblasts. Also based on qualitative observations from our study we discuss tcehnical and biological problems of our approach to study cell aging in vivo by means of silver staining of NORs. We conclude that in man, reflected by the difference in frequencies of silver staining NORs between young and aged persons, a rather extensive loss of ribosomal RNA-gene activity may occur during aging.